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Traumbraut, Alfred Escherstrasse 24, 8002, Zurich 

Client Surname:……………………………..First Name:…………………………………… 
Address:……………………….Mobile:.......................................Email……………………… 

Date:………………………… 

The client leaves the following items to Traumbraut for the purpose of sale to third party: 

Title: The following selling prices are fixed for the articles with the corresponding number: 

A………………………………….Number:……………………….Selling Price: 

B………………………………….Number:……………………….Selling Price: 

C………………………………….Number:……………………… Selling Price: 

D………………………………….Number:……………………… Selling Price: 
Dress Details:- 

Brand:.................................................Style Number:….......... Material:............................... 

Size:………..………….Colour:.....................................Year:…………….……………….. 

Original Price:……………………….. Shop/Country:……………………………………… 

1. The principal leaves dress(s) / item to Traumbraut on commission basis, for the 
purpose of sale to third parties, from today for 12 months, until (DATE) Traumbraut is 
duly authorized by the client to sell the following items for the client. 

2. The selling price is determined jointly on site. Traumbraut adheres to the minimum 
price and does not deviate from it without the verbal or written consent of the client. 
Traumbraut reserves the right to adjust prices upwards in order to cover any loss or 
damages. 

3. Annual contract of a dress(es) and the associated accessories, a mandatory fee of CHF 
40 per year must be paid at the time of conclusion of the contract. If the items are 
taken back by the principal before the end of the year, nothing will be refunded from 
this fee.   
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4. In the event of a sale, the principal will be notified by phone, letter or email 

5. The commission for Traumbraut is 40% of the sale price. The remaining 60% will be 
transferred or paid to the principal within 30 days of sale. 

6. If, during the 12 months agreed in section 1, the client privately finds a buyer for the 
dress on their own initiative, the sale can also be handled by Traumbraut. If the 
consultation takes place after an agreed appointment. The commission for dream bride 
in this case is 20% of the agreed sales price and 80% for the client. 

7. If the dress/article cannot be sold within the period agreed in section 1, Traumbraut 
will contact the client. A decision will be made concerning the dress/article. If the 
dress has to be returned to the recipient by post, the costs will be charged (packaging 
and postage CHF 40.00). If the Commissioner can no longer reach the Commissioner 
after the agreed period (12 months) due to address, e-mail or telephone number 
changes, Traumbraut will grant you a grace period of 3 months. If the clientcan  no 
longer be reached, the goods shall become the property of the Traumbraut. The same 
applies to the payment of the contractually agreed commission amount.  
If the items are not picked up, Traumbraut will hand them over to a non-profit 
organization.  

8. The duty of Traumbraut is limited to the care of potential customers, compliance with 
the agreed sales price and the payment of the sales price minus the agreed 
commission to the principal. 

9. The goods are insured against fire, water and burglary. 

10. Traumbraut undertakes to handle carefully the commission goods. Damages, loose 
buttons, hooks  and shop soiled  that can  occur despite proper storage and by the 
fitting are excluded from liability. 

11. The clothes/items will be handed over to Traumbraut in dry cleaned and in good 
condition. 

12. Otherwise, the provisions on the commission in accordance with CO Art. 425ff. 



13. This contract is subject exclusively to Swiss law. The place of jurisdiction for any 
disputes arising from the contract is Zurich. 

14. Please understand that for reasons of time and administration, we cannot provide any 
information on the status of the contract. We will inform you about the sale. 


